
Five men just bought Persian rugs from a specialized store. Figure out which type of rug each one bought.
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Color: blue, green, orange, red, yellow

Name: Bryan, Casey, Garrett, Shane, Timothy

Type: oval, rectangular, round, runner, square

Symbols: birds, diamonds, lotuses, roses, stars

Price: $400, $600, $800, $1,000, $1,200

Place: bedroom, hall, library, living room, of�ce

⇒ The man who bought the $400 rug is exactly to the left

of the man who bought the rug with Birds.

⇒ Bryan is next to the client that got the Runner rug.

⇒ The Red rug's owner is somewhere to the left of the man

who bought a rug for his Hall.

⇒ The buyer who got the most expensive rug is next to the

buyer who got the Round rug.

⇒ The Yellow rug's owner is somewhere between the Oval

rug's owner and the man that spent $800, in that order.

⇒ The man that bought the Red rug is exactly to the left of

the man that bought a rug for his Of�ce.

⇒ Garrett is next to the customer who spent $600.

⇒ Shane is somewhere to the right of the Orange rug's

owner.

⇒ The cheapest rug has Stars on it.

⇒ At the �fth position is the client who bought the

Rectangular rug.

⇒ The man who bought the $600 rug is exactly to the left

of the man who bought the rug with Roses.

⇒ Casey is somewhere to the right of the customer that got

the Yellow rug.

⇒ The buyer who purchased the Round rug is exactly to

the left of the man who spent $800.

⇒ The man that bought the cheapest rug is exactly to the

left of the man that acquired the Square rug.

⇒ At the third position is the man that got a rug for his

Bedroom.

⇒ The customer that bought the rug with Stars is exactly

to the right of the customer that bought the Green rug.

⇒ Shane is next to the man who acquired the Round rug.

⇒ The man who got the rug with Birds is somewhere

between the man who got the Yellow rug and the man who

got the rug with Lotuses, in that order.

⇒ The customer that spent $800 is somewhere to the right

of the Red rug's owner.

⇒ The client that bought a rug for his Living room is

exactly to the right of the client that bought a rug for his

Library.

Persian Rugs
Zebra Puzzle
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